
"IT‘S MY JOB TO DEVELOP INNOVATIVE INDUSTRIAL
PROCESSES FOR SMART METERING"
Arnauld Marcipont, IE Thermoplastics Manager, develops new processes for the
production of smart water meter parts.

At Diehl: The future is in your hands!

More than 16,000 employees are currently shaping the engineering of the future in our five Corporate Divisions Metall, Controls, Defence,
Aviation and Metering. Diehl Metering concentrates the expertise of powerful players in the metering industry. Our intelligent solutions for
energy data management help our partners all over the world to use natural resources and energy efficiently and sensibly. Apply at Diehl
and join hands with fascinating technologies and a unique corporate tradition of stability and trust.

For our site Diehl Metering in Ansbach or Nuremberg we are looking for a:

IoT Project Manager (m/f/d)

Your contribution to our success:

You will be responsible for the successful project execution of upcoming IoT Projects and involved services with the focus on Northern &
Central Europe.
You will focus on setting up and installing radio communication sites with external partners.
You will contribute in standardizing the IoT project and site implementation processes.
You will ensure the internal know-how and experience transfer towards the Customer Solution Center.
You will manage smart city installations and the expansion of smart city projects.

You bring with you:

a technical degree in electrical/ mechanical engineering or professional experience in construction management or coordination of
smaller construction projects in mobile communications will be equivalent.
basic knowledge or working experience in mobile communications or in the telecommunication industry, would be an advantage.
excellent communication and partner management skills.
experience in project management.
fluently spoken and written English and German is mandatory, other foreign languages would be an advantage (e.g. Swedish, Danish,
Norwegian, etc.).
MS Office skills, enthusiasm for working in an international environment and willingness to travel complete your profile.

Use your scope to make decisions, to shape both your and our future.
Interested? Develop the leading technology of tomorrow, together with us. Apply now!

Das sind unsere möglichen Vorteile:

Flexible working hours
Onboarding program

Tariff compensation
Internal training programs

Family-owned company
Parking space
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